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GROUP RIDING
Few activities build camaraderie and memories faster than Chapter rides. They are one of the core H.O.G.® Chapter
activities. That’s why it’s so important that they’re conducted safely. This section contains tips on planning group rides,
standard hand signals and a discussion of formation riding techniques. Directions on obtaining additional safe riding
information from such organizations as the Motorcycle Safety Foundation and the American Motorcycling Association are
also contained in this section.

LEARNING TO RIDE
HARLEY-DAVIDSON™ RIDING ACADEMY
The Harley-Davidson™ Riding Academy offers a wide range of educational opportunities to enhance our current customers’
enjoyment of motorcycling and to give new people a taste of what Harley-Davidson has to offer. The Riding Academy currently
has two course offerings; the New Rider Course and Group Riding.
Harley-Davidson™ Riding Academy New Rider Course – This course is designed to bring non-riders into the world of
motorcycling in a way that is convenient, accessible and fun. It provides an entry point into the freedom, adventure,
independence and exhilaration that motorcycling represents. By offering the course at Harley-Davidson dealers, we give
students the opportunity to develop a support network of riders and motorcycle enthusiasts at the same time they are
learning to ride.
Harley-Davidson™ Riding Academy Group Riding Course – Developed in cooperation with the Motorcycle Safety Foundation,
the Group Riding Course was specifically designed to help prepare riders for the experience of riding in groups and addresses
the special challenges groups of riders face.
For more information log onto Harley-Davidson.com/Riding Academy.
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GROUP RIDING
LEARNING TO RIDE (cont’d)
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION (MSF)
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation works with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, state governments and other
organizations to improve motorcyclist education and operator licensing. Since 1973, more than 1.3 million motorcyclists have
graduated from the MSF’s beginning or experienced RiderCourses®.
Rider training coupled with government relations and awareness programs aimed at teaching drivers how to share the road,
help keep motorcycling a fun and safe sport.
For more information log onto msf-usa.org.

AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST ASSOCIATION (AMA)
The American Motorcyclist Association is an organization dedicated to promoting motorsports and riders’ rights
nationwide. Their corporate mission is to “pursue, promote and protect the rights of motorcyclists.” The AMA is
involved with many different activities, including government legislation, professional racing and the Motorcycle Heritage
Museum. As motorcycling enthusiasts, H.O.G.® members may be interested in the information and services the AMA provides.
Although individual H.O.G. members are encouraged to support AMA’s legislative activities, H.O.G.® Chapters are
non-political organizations.
For more information log onto americanmotorcyclist.com.
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GROUP RIDING
GROUP RIDING TIPS
There are a number of factors that come into play when planning or participating in a group ride. Here are some suggestions
for making your rides safe and successful.

PLANNING THE RIDE
It’s always a good idea to prepare a map of the route with all the stops indicated. If some bikes become separated from the
group, they can “catch up” at the next stop.
r If you’re not out for a scenic ride, plan the most direct route to an event or activity. Interstate highways offer the
following advantages:
- All traffic is moving in one direction.
- No cross-traffic or traffic lights to split up your group, if possible.
r When there are three lanes, it is wise to travel in the middle lane. This allows faster traffic to pass and will also allow
vehicles to enter/exit the highway more easily.
r If you’re out for a scenic ride, be sure traffic conditions will allow it. For example, is there a county fair or car show in the
area that day to complicate the ride?
r Plan stops to avoid gravel lots and left-hand turns. No one likes gravel, and in a group, it’s even less fun. Right-hand turns in
and out of stops will help the group stay together.
r Plan gas stops at least every 90 miles, so folks with smaller tanks can fill up and stay with the group.
r If you have a large group stopping at a restaurant, call the restaurant far enough in advance to allow them to prepare for a
large group.
r If you expect a particularly large group and it’s possible to get a police escort or traffic control at the start/end of a ride or
along the route, great! Otherwise, it is a good idea to at least inform the police department of your plans and perhaps drop
off a map. Never block traffic yourself; it may be against the law!

LEADING THE RIDE
Choose and maintain a comfortable pace within the speed limit.
r Keep in mind that people at the end of the group may have to drive a little faster to keep up if there are gaps in
the group.
r It may also may cause a problem to drive too slowly. Drivers in vehicles behind the group may become impatient and try
to get around the group.
r Know the route well enough so that you can give the group plenty of notice that you are approaching a turn.
r Always signal your intention to turn or change lanes. If you find yourself at an intersection too quickly for the entire
group to make the turn safely, continue until you locate a place where the entire group can execute the turn safely.
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GROUP RIDING
GROUP RIDING TIPS (cont’d)
PARTICIPATING IN A RIDE
Drinking and driving never mix. This is especially true when participating in a group ride.
r Always ride in staggered formation; it gives you an extra margin for safety.
r Make sure your vehicle is in good operating condition. For example, a bad tire could cause an accident on a group ride
r Being too hot or too cold can also affect how alert you are as a driver. Be sure to pack appropriate protective clothing,
such as a long-sleeve cotton shirt (for protection from the sun), helmet, eye protection, leather jacket, gloves, etc.
r A group of motorcycles is not considered a single vehicle. Be courteous and allow cars to enter and exit the highway
and change lanes. Generally speaking, a car will not want to ride in the middle of a group of motorcycles and will get
out of the group as quickly as possible.
r Familiarize yourself with the route and scheduled stops.
r Arrive to participate in a group ride with a full tank of gas.

EMERGENCY STOPPING
Ride with a partner. In the event someone needs to pull over for an unscheduled stop, the partner should also stop in case
assistance is needed.
r It’s unsafe for a large group to stop on the side of the road. If someone needs to pull over, the remainder of the group
should continue to the next stop. At that time, the group can decide to wait for the missing members or to send two
riders back to assist.
r If the group has a standing policy to wait for a specified period of time, say half an hour, the members left behind will
be aware that they can catch up.
r All riders should have a map of the route so they can reach their destination on their own if need be.
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GROUP RIDING
HAND SIGNALS
Hand signals should be simple, easy to learn and be kept
to a bare minimum.
r Either the rider or passenger can relay the signal.
As soon as you see a signal, you should give the same
signal so the rider behind you can see it.
r When the phrase “1/3 of the lane” is used, it is referring
to riding in the right or left track of the lane.
r These hand signals will not always be used by every
group you ride with. The signals assembled here are
offered as suggestions only.

“START YOUR ENGINES”
To indicate that you’re ready to go, place your hand (right or left) on top of the windshield. If you don’t have a windshield, raise
your hand. This tells the leader that your engine is running and you’re ready to ride.

SLOW DOWN
Use either arm, straight down and palm toward the back. Move your arm back and forth at the elbow.

HAZARD ON THE ROAD
Point with left hand at the object. Sometimes in group riding, the road captain may wave his left arm back and forth above his
head to alert the rest of the group. The road captain is the only person who should perform this maneuver.

NEED GAS
When you need gas, point at the gas tank.

NEED FOOD
When you need a food or a break in general, point at your mouth.

TURN SIGNALS
Most bikes have turn signals – use them. Hand signals used in conjunction with turn signals give everyone in the group and
other traffic a clear idea of your intentions.
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GROUP RIDING
FORMATION RIDING
STAGGERED RIDING
The lead motorcycle should be in the left 1/3 of lane,
the second motorcycle should be in the right 1/3 of the
lane, one second behind the first rider, and so on.
r Leave enough room between each motorcycle so
that any rider can maneuver to the right or left
without hitting anyone else.
r Always stay in line with the bike in front of you.
Do not switch between the left and right side of
the lane.

SINGLE FILE RIDING
All motorcycles ride in a single line, two seconds behind
one another, in either the right or left third of the lane.
The lead rider determines on which side of the lane the
group will ride.

PASSING
Passing should always be undertaken one motorcycle at
a time, in staggered formation. Remember, passing at any
time can be hazardous. Use common sense.
PASSING OTHER VEHICLES
r Pre-pass position – Be far enough behind the vehicle you are passing to see clearly down the road to do an “oncoming
traffic check.”
r Signal – If you have a passenger, he or she should signal as well.
r Check your mirrors – Then turn your head to check your blind spot and ensure that no one is passing you.
r Accelerate and change lanes – Remember, legally, you can’t exceed the speed limit.
r When returning to your lane – Signal and make a mirror check and head check to be sure there is space between you

and all other vehicles. Return to your lane and turn off your blinker.
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GROUP RIDING
FORMATION RIDING (cont’d)
AFTER MAKING THE PASS
The lead rider makes the lane change, going to the right track, until he can clearly see that the other riders have made their
lane changes.

KEEP THE GROUP TOGETHER
r Plan – The leader should look ahead for changes and signal early so “the word gets back” in plenty of time. Start lane

changes early to permit everyone to complete the change. Put novice riders or those new to group riding at or near the
back unless the riders wish to ride elsewhere.
r Follow Those Behind – Let the tailender set the pace. Use your mirrors to keep an eye on the person behind. If a rider falls

behind, everyone should slow down a little to stay with the tailender.
r Know the Route – Make sure everyone knows the route. Then, if someone is separated they won’t have to hurry to keep

form getting lost or taking a wrong turn.
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GROUP RIDING
TIPS FOR TOURING
Motorcycling is a fun, exciting and practical way to get around. But, like any other activity, it has risks. The reality is that you
are exposed and vulnerable; it is up to you to avoid accidents and injury. Risk – and how you treat it – is what safe cycling is all
about. To help you reduce and manage risk, use the following tips as a guide:
r Always carry your H.O.G.® Touring Handbook.
r When in a tight curve, the rider on the outside of the curve should give room to the rider on the inside. This prevents
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r

excessive crowding if the curve is too tight.
Use the buddy system when riding. If your buddy has trouble and must pull out of the group, pull off the road with him
or her and offer any assistance you can.
Keep a safe distance behind the bike in front of you. Know the stopping distance of your motorcycle.
Try to maintain a constant speed. Don’t “rubber band,” or speed up and slow down.
Be aware of openings as you ride so that you will have some place to maneuver in case of an emergency. Also, be aware
of the riders around you, especially the one to your side, and give each other as much room as possible.
Always try to keep the pack tight without crowding each other. Stay close through intersections and traffic lights so
that the group doesn’t become separated. Remember that some riders in the group may not know where they are going
and could end up “leading” the remainder of the pack with no idea how to reach their destination.
If there is a vehicle that needs to get onto the freeway, let that vehicle through and close the gap.
Never ride in someone’s blind spot.
Remember, you’re not safe from lightning on your bike.

For additional Safe Riding Tips, go to msf-usa.org.
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GROUP RIDING
H.O.G.® CHAPTER ALCOHOL GUIDELINES
CHAPTER ALCOHOL GUIDELINES

Safe and responsible motorcycling activity is a major H.O.G.® goal. In this regard:
s 4HE CONSUMPTION AND USE OF ALCOHOL IS A SERIOUS PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY INVOLVING THE SAFETY AND WELFARE OF FAMILY
RIDING FRIENDS AND THE INDIVIDUAL (/'® MEMBER
s !LCOHOL CONSUMPTION BEFORE OR DURING MOTORCYCLING ACTIVITY IS NOT SAFE RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR
s !NY INCIDENT OCCURRING DURING A MOTORCYCLING ACTIVITY AS A RESULT OF THE PARTICIPANT CONSUMING ALCOHOL RESULTS IN NO
INSURANCE COVERAGE
s .ATIONAL (/'® HAS NO DIRECT OPERATIONAL CONTROL OVER #HAPTER OPERATIONS #ONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AFTER A RIDING ACTIVITY OR
AT NON RIDING EVENTS IS A MATTER TO BE DECIDED BY THE SPONSORING $EALERSHIP AND (/'® #HAPTER LEADERSHIP !LL SUCH
DECISIONS ARE SUBJECT TO lNAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL BY THE SPONSORING $EALERSHIP
s )F THE SPONSORING $EALER AND #HAPTER DECIDE THAT ALCOHOL MAY BE CONSUMED AT A #HAPTER ACTIVITY THEN THE RECOMMENDED
APPROACH IS EITHER TO h"RING 9OUR /WNv OR TO h"UY 9OUR /WNv FROM A VENDOR LICENSED AND INSURED TO SELL ALCOHOL
Notice: Liquor liability coverage is not provided by the Chapter General Liability Insurance Policy.

Rev. 1/15/15

(click here for sample, full size form)
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GROUP RIDING
H.O.G.® CHAPTER ALCOHOL GUIDELINES (cont’d)
WHO’S RESPONSIBLE FOR WHOM?
The other day, I received a call from a Chapter officer who had observed one of the local Chapter members drinking to excess
during a stop on a Chapter ride. An awkward situation, to say the least, and a potentially lethal one. His question to me was,
“What am I required to do as a Chapter officer?” And, he added, “You should warn us about these things!” He’s right, and he
brings up a good question.
First, consider an ounce of prevention; don’t make bars a stopping place for meetings or rides. Harley® dealerships, parks or
restaurants are all good options. Always make sure an alternative to beer or booze is available whenever you stop – there are
some pretty good non-alcoholic beers out there today!
Second, discuss the issue with your sponsoring dealer, Chapter officers and members before problems occur, at a monthly
meeting or prior to the ride. Emphasize that each one of us is responsible for our own behavior, and we also have a
responsibility to those with whom we ride. If you think through what you would do if ever confronted with a member who isn’t
fit to ride, you’ll have a better chance of achieving a positive outcome.
Third, as a Chapter officer, set an example. At the Primary Officer Training, a Chapter Director told us his tactic. If they have a
member who has partied too hard, several Chapter officers approach the individual, calmly point out the danger the person is
posing both to him or herself and to other Chapter members, ask for the keys, and arrange for alternative transportation by
taxi or private vehicle. They’ve reported that this technique works well.
Beyond this, there’s not much you can – or should – do. As H.O.G.® members and riders, we tend to want to “take care of our
own” without involving outside authorities – a philosophy I myself hold to. However, if there’s ever a time when, using your best
judgment, you feel someone’s life could be in danger if they throw a leg over the bike and try to ride, calling the police may be
your only alternative.
H.O.G.® is about getting together to ride and have fun. Personally, I like to party and I love to ride, so when I’m on my bike I
don’t party until the scoot is safely bedded down for the night; and judging from the good times I’ve had, it’s a system that
seems to work.
By Heidi Zogg
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